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Support the Rabid T-Shirt
Dwight Schrute Bobble Head

Serenity by Jan Candles

The Office Season’s 1, 2, & 3

and more!

r.
Petty behavio
ivity.
Zero product
work.
All in a day’s
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Disc 1

Disc 3

A freak accident causes Michael to believe

Michael’s in a no-win situation when he is

the office is cursed, so he explores the

deposed as a witness in Jan’s lawsuit against

religious beliefs of his employees and decides

Dunder Mifflin.

Fun Run

to hold a charity 5K run.

Dunder Mifflin Infinity
Things are glum at the Scranton branch when

The Deposition
Dinner Party
Finding themselvesout of excuses, Pam and Jim
finally go to Michael and Jan’s home for dinner.

The
Chair
Model

Ryan returns with big plans to bring the
company into the digital age, and Angela is still
upset with Dwight about her cat.

Launch Party

While Michael is distracted by

The launch of the Dunder

a woman in an office supply

Mifflin Infinity website means

catalog, Kevin and Andy join

that Michael gets to make a trip to

forces to win back Dunder

New York and Angela must plan

Mifflin’s stolen parking places.

a satellite party for her Scranton
colleagues.

Disc 2
Money

Did I Studder?
Toby encourages Michael to confront

Jan renovates the condo, which adds

Stanley after he is insubordinate in a staff

to Michael’s growing debt and causes

meeting, and Dwight buys Andy’s car.

him to pressure his employees for a

Local Ad

Disc 4

JobFair

loan; Jim and Pam spend a night at

Business takes place away

Dwight’s bed and breakfast.

from the office when Michael searches for
a summer intern at a local job fair, and

The Scranton branch is asked to participate in a company ad, so

Jim hits the links with Andy and Kevin

Michael grabs the chance to show off his creativity.

in an attempt to land a big client.

Branch Wars

Goodbye, Toby

Karen tries to woo Stanley away from

Toby is leaving Dunder Mifflin, and

Scranton and Michael fights back--insisting

Michael demands a huge celebration that

that Jim--Karens ex--join the battle.

will express his joy - but the task falls to

Survivor Man

Phyllis when party planner Angela refuses

When Michael is not invited to attend a

to participate.

corporate wilderness retreat, he heads into
the woods for his own personal survival
adventure, wearing only a suit on his back.
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